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About This Game

Enter MechoEcho, an ethereal world where all that stands between you and peril is your own ingenuity. Use blocks, engines, and
an array of tools to invent and build wildly 5d3b920ae0
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Great puzzle game but it is difficult and I would only recommend it if your looking for a challenge.. MechoEcho is a fun
construction/physics puzzle game with good graphics and a nice little story. You are presented with an environment containing
obstructions, and are tasked with creating a machine that can overcome them and reach the exit. The method of construction is
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intuitive, and the available building blocks are easy to understand and utilize. At the time of review, the game contains 30
campaign levels, a handful of which are tutorialised. This would be my main criticism of the game, in that it took just 6 hours to
complete. There is the option to replay levels to come up with different solutions, and a sandbox level is also available, but I do
wish the game had more content. The content that's there though is enjoyable, and I certainly don't regret buying the game. I just
want MORE of it! :) -- Edited to add: -- Now that 10 additional challenging levels have been added to the game (along with
more of the story), the play time of the game has increased greatly! If anyone was worried they'd finish the game too quickly,
that really isn't a concern any more.. Great game with challenging and interesting levels. Intruiging story line and user friendly
mechanics. Would recommend for anyone interested in puzzle and robotic games.. Good game with some fun little puzzles and
problem solving. Not very long, but has potential if the devs release some more content.. Amazing atmosphere and just
beautiful. I am really looking forward to sinking my teeth in some more of the puzzles. The world is just sucking me in.. i just
tryed out this game i love the idea and the look but the graffics are not as nice as they seem still you can't even play it i tryed all
kinds of methods i normaly use and its a bust framerate is so bad i can't even move the avi maybe il try again but for how this is
all i gotta say about this game hope the fix this major problem
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